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Background 
• Patron-Driven Acquisition (PDA) (also called Demand-Driven Acquisition, DDA) 
has been commonly used in academic libraries for acquiring ebooks. 
• PDA is still relatively new; libraries have adopted it without an established 
guideline for best practices.   
• The implementation of the e-book PDA model varies from library to library. 
• This poster offers a systematic comparison approach to evaluate different 
scenarios based on ebook PDA acquisition and usage during 1/1/2012 – 
5/31/2014  
• This poster will help libraries gain a better understanding of how PDA works under 
different scenarios, and choose the scenario that works best to fulfill their needs.  
• This work will also contribute to establishing guidelines for best practices in 
implementing ebook PDA. 
Methodology 
Results 
How would KSUL PDA purchased ebooks fit in different scenarios?  
• Timeframe: 1/1/2012 - 5/31/2014 
• Data sources 
• Discovery records uploaded during 1/1/2012 – 5/31/2014 
• From ebrary:  
− All PDA purchases 
− PDA Trigger Report 
− Titles Usage Report 
− Book Report2 
 
• Based on  the actual ebook usage data, the majority of KSUL PDA purchased ebooks would have been purchased either after STLs or not STL-eligible 
• Only 16.2% - 29.3% ebooks would stay at STL stage in the timeframe examined.   
• STL option does not appear to be a cost-saving option for KSUL PDA ebooks. 
• Time is an important variable when comparing different ebook PDA scenarios. 
• Other factors such as discipline and subject will be further explored for their role in 
comparisons. 
• The analysis could be applied to other ebook PDA programs for a general picture of ebook 
PDA best practices.  
Conclusion and Future Research 
• Scenarios 
a. KSUL PDA: Trigger purchase without Short-Term Loan (STL) when reaching 
usage threshold 10-10-1-1-1 (any one of 10 page views, 10 minutes, 1 copy, 1 
print, or  1 download)  
• Based on 2012 Trigger Report, Views or Minutes triggers = Average 9.8 
views 
b. Up to 3 1-day STLs before purchase 
c. Up to 3 1-week STLs before purchase 
• Method to calculate costs for each scenario  
• Only STL eligible titles will include STL calculations 
− 1 trigger:   1 STL based on a percentage of list price 
− 2 triggers: 2 STLs based on a percentage of list price 
− 3 triggers: 3 STLs based on a percentage of list price 
− 4 triggers: 3 STLs based on a percentage of list price + 1 purchase price  
Would the STL option cost  less  than the PDA direct purchase?  
• Based on ebook usage data, PDA is better Return on Investment (ROI) for Kent State University Libraries 
• In a specific year, STL option may cost less to use ebooks, but over time, it would cost more to own and use ebooks.   
• In most scenarios the STL option is more costly in terms of actual expenditure, average cost per user session, and average purchase price.  
What is the pattern of PDA ebooks being triggered and used over time?  
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Use Trends from January 2012 through May 2014 
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• 44% of ebooks are triggered within 6 months of availability, 67% within 1 year, 92% within 1.5 years 
• Ebooks receive peak usage during the year triggered, usage decreases over time in general 
• However, some ebooks continue to receive intense use over time 
 
Purchased  
2012 
eBooks used 
Successful 
section 
requests 
Successful 
section requests 
per used 
Successful 
section requests 
per purchased 
In 2012 900 
                  
76,802  
                       
85.34  
                         
85.34  
In 2013 379 
                  
17,997  
                       
47.49  
                         
20.00  
In Jan-May 2014 119 
                     
9,018  
                       
75.78  
                         
10.02  
Purchased  
2013 
eBooks used 
Successful 
section 
requests 
Successful 
section requests 
per used 
Successful section 
requests per 
purchased 
In 2012 99 
                           
696  
                                       
7.03  
                                  
0.77  
In 2013 905 
                     
78,021  
                                     
86.21  
                                 
86.21  
In Jan-May 2014 149 
                     
10,825  
                                     
72.65  
                                 
11.96  
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